
 
 Junior Full Stack Developer  

  
 
Utopian Future Technologies is a fast growing startup developing software for DRT, 
Demand Response Transportation. We break free from traditional public transportation 
concepts and offer solutions that adapt to customer demand while being efficient and 
economic at the same time. 
 
Do you want to join us in solving ever increasing traffic problems and reduce their negative                
impact on our well-being and the environment? 
 
In order to help us implement new features for our web application, we are looking for a full                  
stack developer who can implement new user interface components in typescript and react             
and implement the supporting code on the backend side in java and SQL. Your              
responsibilities will be fluid and can evolve over time in accordance to company needs and               
personal preferences. 
 
You should have some experience with modern javascript and frameworks like vue, react or              
angular, understand browsers and how they interact with webservers using HTTP/HTTPS. A            
good understanding of modern css and html is required. In addition to classical             
programming, you should be familiar with GNU/Linux administration and deployment of           
web applications and database servers. Knowledge of up-to-date devops methods (ansible,           
docker, shell scripting, python) and networking is considered a plus. 
 
You will be part of our team of experienced software developers. Using state of the art                
software development tools such as git, automated testing, bug trackers, CI, debuggers            
etc. should be your standard approach. 
 
Since we operate in a highly competitive market, being reactive to new requirements is of               
great importance. We expect you to be curious about new developments in UI programming              
and general software development and the field of demand responsive transportation. You            
should question dubious decisions and be proactive in suggesting changes to the benefit of              
your colleagues, our customers and yourself. 
 
We can offer you a challenging job in an international, friendly and highly motivated team of                
around fifteen people. We are conveniently located in the center of Luxembourg City, the              
cozy, yet cosmopolitan heart of Europe. By challenging we don’t mean chronic overtime and              
little pay but rather hard but interesting problems and the opportunity to make a difference. 
 
Send us your résumé and motivation letter to jobs@uft.lu. We are looking forward meeting              
you. 
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